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One gateway for all BI content

CAPABILITIES

It is not unusual for enterprises today to run two (2) or
more BI platforms catering to diﬀerent user groups.
While this helps enhance BI adoption, more often than
not, it introduces new challenges that limit the ROI:

ONE GATEWAY
Access all your BI content from a central location
without having to sign on to multiple platforms

SMART SEARCH

Multiple intelligence silos promote lack of visibility
& content replication

Explore entire repository from all platforms using
Smart Search and request access to speciﬁc reports

Limited asset re-use due to lack of centralized
metadata & search capability

AUTO-SYNC

Users challenged with managing multiple credentials
and inconsistent user experience across platforms
Typical eﬀorts to implement an enterprise portal (or)
BI gateway to address the above are rudimentary due
to the adoption of basic methods such as URL mapping,
lack of automation and complexity of administration.
With VBI View, you can extract the most out of your BI
platform investments and maximize your ROI. The
product features capabilities such as Smart Search and
Auto Sync that eliminate complexity, and advanced audit
and personalization features that deliver consistent
and engaging user experience.

Capture changes to users, reports, folders and
authorization updates in BI platforms automatically

AUDIT
Review comprehensive reports on content usage
analysis, user activity, platform availability and more

PERSONALIZATION
Reorganize & regroup content from various
platforms in user-deﬁned, personalized folders

SECURITY
Full integration with BI platform security – supports
Microsoft AD, LDAP & Single-Sign-On (SSO)

MINIMAL ADMINISTRATION
Easy to set up & maintain – no coding required
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KEY FEATURES
LOG IN ONCE

SMART SEARCH

Login once and access all reports from multiple BI platforms

Search for reports that user doesn’t have access to
and request access

AUDIT MODULE
Comprehensive reporting on report usage, frequency of use by user
and BI platforms’ up/down time

COMPREHENSIVE METADATA
Important attributes such as Description, Last refresh
date time, Refresh Frequency, Tags enable better search
and understanding of the reports

AUTOMATED SYNCHRONIZATION
Synchronize and reﬂect changes made to user provisioning & report conﬁgurations
made in the BI platforms

PERSONALIZATION
Reorganize & regroup content in custom folders
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